
Questioning

What do you think he was trying to show us?

What would life be like if you couldn’t hear? How do people adapt (change things) if they are deaf?

If sounds had colours, what colour would bird-song be? Dogs barking? Waves breaking? A motorbike? 

 

Which sounds do you think Jack Smith was listening to when he painted this?

Why are some triangles blank? Why are there some faint colours?

 

Think about your other senses - what does silence smell like?

What does loud noise feel like? What does beautiful music taste like?

 

 

·Sound and music can affect how we feel. Some people like to listen to music to make them calm or

happy. Some people can find loud sounds upsetting. Which sounds and music make you feel happy?
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Jack Smith lived between 1928 and 2011. At first, he made REALIST ART. This means he painted

things from everyday life as carefully as possible, so that they looked real. Later on in his life, he

started to make ABSTRACT ART. This is art that uses lines, shapes and colours instead of showing

real objects or scenes. This painting is ABSTRACT.

This painting is about sound and music. When we listen to sounds or music, we feel different

emotions. In this painting, Smith wanted to show what he heard and how he felt about it. 
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An A2 copy of the painting is provided for display. It is
also included in the Artworks Powerpoint and the Lesson
Plan Powerpoint. This toolkit is written in language you
can use with children!

A pupil worksheet of the information and questions here
is included in the Teacher Pack - 'Art Explorers'. There is
also a pupil worksheet to support the creative activity on
page 2 - 'Making Art from Sound'.

Background

Each long, thin triangle shows a different sound. Each one uses colours and shapes to show a

sound or how the sound made Jack Smith feel. The triangles on the left-hand side show silence

and very quiet sound.



Exploring Sound in Art
Some artists, like Jack Smith, use sound and music to help them make art.  The 

artist Wassily Kandinsky listened to music when he was painting. It helped him decide 

which shapes and colours to use. In 1957, Piet Mondrian used squares of different colours and sizes to

show jazz music. He was autistic and he sometimes found that he thought about the world a little

differently to other people. Art helped him to understand music and to show people how he

thought about the world. Paul Klee was a violinist before he became an artist, so he used music in

lots of his art.

Some famous artists, like Kandinsky and David Hockney, have a condition called synaesthesia - two

of their senses are joined together. When they hear a sound, they can see it at the same time – it

might have a colour or a shape. Pop stars Pharrell Williams and Lady Gaga also have synaesthesia..

When we think about art, we often think about something we can look at, but you can also listen to

art! This is called SOUND ART. You can sometimes listen live (as the sounds are made), or through

speakers or headphones. The artist Luigi Russolo made noise machines that created the sounds of

war, factories and machinery. The musician John Cage wrote a piece of music that was 4 minutes

and 33 seconds of silence! The artist Bill Fontana recorded sounds on the Millennium Bridge in

London. The bridge makes sounds in the wind, just like an instrument! In 2000, the artist Jem Finer

started to play a sound recording that will continue for 1000 years!
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2.  Listen to lots of pieces of music, or different

sounds in your house or school – a hoover, a

phone ring tone, a dog barking.

3.  Try to draw a different sound or piece of music

inside each shape on your piece of paper. How

can you show loud and soft sounds (volume)?

How can you show gentle and harsh sounds

(tone)? High or low sounds (pitch)? Long or short

sounds (duration)? How can you show the way

each sound or piece of music makes you feel? 

4. You could use different shapes, patterns,

colours, lines, textures or materials.

1.  Divide a piece of paper into triangles, squares, or

lots of different shapes. Alternatively, there is a pupil

worksheet provided - 'Making Art from Sound'.
Creative Response



Become a sound collector! How many different sounds can you hear, make or find

around your house. Try to describe each one. What sound does the fridge make when

you open it? What sound does the toilet make when you flush it? Record the sounds

you hear on a phone and ask people to guess what they are!

How does sound work? Do some research! How do we hear things? Why is every

sound different? Do animals hear the same things that we hear? Why are some sounds

loud and some soft?

Film soundtracks! Play 30 seconds from 3 different pieces of music (choose 3 different

types of music) If each piece of music was the soundtrack behind a film (the music you

hear while you are watching), what would be happening in the film? Listen to the

music carefully, and then spend 2 minutes writing a description of the scene, drawing a

picture of it, or explaining to someone what you think is happening. 

Make a sound-scape! Think of some different locations (eg – a supermarket, the

beach, a playground). Pick one and make all the sounds you would hear if you were

standing there. You could just use your voice and your body to make the sounds, or you

could use objects to help you. Record your soundscape!

Have a look at some more Jack Smith and Wassily Kandinsky ABSTRACT art using

Google Image Search. What is similar about the artworks and what is different? Try

copying your favourite.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/music--science-ks2-what-is-sound/zbnmhbk 

Read:                 KS1 and 2 - Nonsense Poetry! Lots of silly sounds to have fun with! 

                                                                 ‘Fox in Socks’ by Dr Seuss

                                                         ‘Chocolate Cake’ by Michael Rosen

                                                ‘The Owl and the Pussy-Cat’ by Edward Lear

                                                ‘On the Ning Nang Nong!’ by Spike Milligan

‘                                                        The Jabberwocky’ by Lewis Carroll.

              EYFS – ‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt!’ by Michael Rosen and Helen Oxenbury

                                             Lots of fun sounds to make on this adventure!
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